
HOW DO I SEE THE GLASS? 
I agree that Christianity has God in a box, and I also believe that the God of the Bible is just as 
human as I am. The Almighty creator who is part of every one of us is bigger than any bible or 
box. One problem I’m having right now is that I’m living in a world now where everyone has 
made there own image of what and who god is. They made him into this egotistical god who 

expects us to give up our free will and worship him. 
  

It’s true that all of us create a god in our own image, and until I come to the realization that 

any image I conceive of in my mind, could not possibly be the one true God, for the Absolute 
cannot ever be known within the mind of man because as a friend of mind has often said, “the 

mind is not up to the task.” This is because the Absolute has no other image aside from what 
it has created. When a true conception of the Absolute is formed in my mind, I will rest from 

all fear, worry, anxiety, and all negative emotion. This is because having the inner knowing 
that the power that created the universe is Love, {and I do mean this in the literal sense,} I 
will, with this knowledge of the “Absolute” being all powerful Love, {knowing what it was 

doing in taking physical form} will in it’s own time and way, bring all who are lost in 3-D 
illusion into divine reality. Some are on the leading edge of the evolutionary process and some 

lag behind on various levels of understanding, but all will return back to the Absolute while 
retaining their individual identity. This return is strictly a matter of consciousness and all will 

ultimately arrive. 
  

This I can't do because I know that the god that most of the world believes in, is not the 
reality of god I am willing to accept at this time or ever will be. The big problem for me living 
in this world today is that the world consciousness and there evil god is going to kill a lot of 

good people in this world in the future and no matter how positive i am, or how negative I am, 
is going to change that by myself. The only thing I can do is warn people of what I see coming 

for many of us, so some can survive, or avoid the pain. 
  

Granted… only can I not fix the world by myself, I cannot “fix” even one other person. I can 
only fix me. There have been far wiser individuals then you or I that have taught that we all 



create our own personal reality, and the reality that I create for myself is totally dependent on 
where I am in consciousness. I either tend to be negative or positive and where my focus is 

depends on where I fit into one or the other. Most of us is somewhere in between these two 
extremes. Mass consciousness is now awakening to the truth of being. It is beginning to 

realize that we are all one, and that we are God in physical form, and they are beginning to 
realize, that because of who they are, no one else is responsible for their reality but them.  
  
I would love to have everyone in the world to wake up and believe and understand that we are 
all part of God, but the deception and reality is too great to overcome for the majority. Even 

though many of us see a truth that others can’t, the fact is as long as we are in this world and 
the world consciousness is set on making a bad reality for everyone the war of good and evil 

will continues. 
  

Think of a glass of water that is “half full.”  
Some in viewing it would see it as a half empty glass of water. Others would see it as “half 

full.” Now consider this… Both who viewed the glass of water would be correct. The one, 
who in describing what he saw as a glass half full of water, would of course be right, but so 

would the one who saw the glass as being half empty.  I need to ask myself and be honest with 
my own heart… is my  focus on the “half empty glass,” or one that is “half full” because it 

absolutely, positively, depends on where my focus is that is going to create my personal 
reality. There are those who see the world going to hell in a “hand basket.” There are others 

however, that sees nothing of the kind. They see a very positive outcome for the planet. They 
are creating the planet that will in the very near future become their reality. All will eventually 

join those who see the glass half full. In the meantime many of them will continue to create 
their own hell, due to their not being able to see the light of the truth that is dawning upon the 

consciousness of many who are awakening on the planet. 
  
If I could get out of this battle believe me I would. This planet needs help, it’s written that help 
is coming; people say there are alien's watching what is taking place on this planet. I say, why 



are they just watching? People are dying every day, if they are here why don't they do 
something to help us? Why do they just sit up there in their ships and do nothing? 

  
We have been observed for many years, not by “aliens” but by Family. They are our 

ancestors from other Star Nations, who have evolved far beyond the consciousness of this 
planet. They cannot violate the free will of the planet. They have however been given the 

authority from the Absolute to assist the many who are even now in the process of ascension. 
These would be the many that are waking up to their true identity. They have not, nor will 

they be given authority to interfere with this planets free will. They were given permission to 
assist with the ascension, which means they have the freedom to prevent the illuminati from 

preventing it. This they are doing, and will continue to do so. They are helping us to help 
ourselves and no more. All their messages to us for several years now have been for the 

purpose of awakening us to who we are, so that we can take our power back. from those 
we’ve given it to being ignorant of the truth concerning who we are. We cannot do this by 
staying focused on the half empty glass.     
  

They have a greater technology then us. Maybe they don't care; maybe they like a good 
bloody show. If we are truly god and god is us and we are all one, then you would have to say 
god is at war with himself, sinning against himself and until the global consciousness of god 

changes its image to an image of love, many of us have to live on this planet of hell right along 
with everyone else. That is not fair. 

  
To say that God is warring/ sinning/ etc is true on this level of consciousness. Anything can 

happen in this dual world, for all is illusion. Illusions are realities to all who find themselves 
within them. To say that God is warring against himself and “sinning” against himself is true 

from the perspective of dual vision. In the higher densities there is only Love unconditional 
that is everyone’s reality. A better understanding knows that all things are both true and false 
depending on ones perception. The dual mind will never agree with this, yet it is very true. 

Remember the glass of water… is it half empty or is it half full” both are true, it’s only a 
matter of perception and it is perception that determines my reality.  



R.S. 
  
  

 


